Subject: Applications That Lend Themselves to Robotics:

In general we can talk about two groups of applications. Group one is applications that have been designed with robotics in mind. Examples are use of robotics in factories, like car manufacturing.

The second group are applications that are typically done by humans. However, they are suitable for robots. Our focus is on these applications. These include a series of actions that are repetitive and are done typically by humans in laboratory settings.

1. Laboratory Automation. Examples:

2. Test Automation. Functional Testers

3. Process Automation

A robotic turn-key solution consists of two factors:

1. A Robot physically performing tasks.
2. A computer interacting with other instruments and orchestrating actions of the robot with other instruments.
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**Parking:** The car entrance for E6 lot is from Halsted Street (one street before Plummer if you are coming from the 118). You can also park in F5 or B5 (basically any lot that does not specifically list an “E”( Employee Only) next to it. The meeting will be held in JD 1568. Look for IEEE signs in the building. For a campus map see: [CSUN MAP](http://www.csun.edu/maps)